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USEFUL RESOURCES

 PMCV website

 Hospital websites

 MSCV intern applicant support group

 Friends and mentors! (current interns/HMOs in different hospitals, supervisors)

 Hospital info session and career expo





TIMELINE

Now –April:

Preparation

May:

PMCV portal 
opens

- 2x Clinical 
Referees

- CV

- Preference list

- Cover letters

June:

- Interviews

- Preference list 
changes



PHASE ONE

 Preparation: Now to April

Clinical referee CV Cover letters and 

interviews

- Who: Consultants who you 

know loves you (MD3, 

research supervisor, CSC)

- Ask early/strategically, face-

to-face preferably, go through 

the form together

- Ask or confirm before 

May!

- Print it out and start filling it 

out now

- Goal: No blank sections

- Not so much about last 

minute doing, but about 

brainstorming everything you 

have every done

- Visit or contact (rural) 

hospitals

- Talk to interns at hospitals of 

interest

- Career expo

- ?Info sessions

- Start a few drafts



PHASE TWO 

 PMCV portal opens: May

Clinical 

referee

CV Preference 

list

Cover letter

- Reminder 

emails

- Trim, 

highlight

- Think about 

what quality 

each 

experience 

show →

- 15/23

- Decide on 

the “no”, 

adjust 

order in 

June

- Decide on a structure

- Appeal to them personally



PHASE THREE

 Interview

 Finalise preference list



CV



CV – GENERAL APPROACH

 List all your achievements, then narrow down: 5-6 pages is a good number. 

 Reverse chronological order.

 Succinct and clear description: 3 dot points max for each entry. 

 Do not delete sections



PERSONAL DETAILS

 PMCV candidate number ≠ medical intern pin number

 PMCV candidate number is the one to put in CV and cover letters in Victoria



ENGLISH LANGUAGE TEST

 Depends

 https://www.ahpra.gov.au/Registration/Registration-Standards/English-language-

skills.aspx



EDUCATION AND QUALIFICATION

 Highlight Z-score or WAM if high



CLINICAL PLACEMENTS

 Current or retrospective

 Core rotations

 Highlight electives or special placements



EMPLOYMENT HISTORY, VOLUNTEER HISTORY & LEADERSHIP ROLES

 Include all types of employment and volunteer experience of different length (you just need to fill in 

which year!)

 Committees (med or non-med!)

 Highlight roles and qualities if applicable

 Think about non-clinical referee (Eastern, some rural; other option: research supervisor)



ACHIEVEMENT

 Include all scholarship and highlight the criteria

 Can include attendance at conferences as well: “Delegate at xx”



RESEARCH, PUBLICATIONS AND PRESENTATIONS

 Reference style

 Publication: if not published, can say “manuscript in progress intended to publish in…”

 Presentation: If not presented, can say “intended to present at …”



PERSONAL INTERESTS

 Anything that stands out

Professional musician/athlete/gamer etc. 

Have kids

 Anything that shows people who you are: Be a bit specific



EVERYTHING WILL BE OKAY

 zixinh@student.unimelb.edu.au

 Plenty of time still

 You are not alone: Lots of 

people to support you or to go 

through this with you

 Could be a nice self-discovery 

journey 

mailto:zixinh@student.unimelb.edu.au

